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How To Enable Asian Teachers To Empower Students To Adopt Student-Centred Learning

Thanh Thi Hong Pham
Peter Renshaw
University of Queensland

Abstract: Asian teachers’ reluctance to empower students has been claimed to be an significant barrier preventing their students from practising student-centred learning. To promote student-centredness in Asian classrooms, this study aimed to develop strategies that could enable Asian teachers to delegate part of their authority to students. Twelve college teachers and six hundred and fifteen Vietnamese college students participated in this one-semester study. The results revealed that ‘artificial’ innovations such as forming group work and regularly questioning students in class did not mean empowering students in active learning. Students were only positioned and given opportunities to engage in proper student-centredness when Asian teachers were able to promote students’ complex knowledge, minimize individual instruction but maximize group supervision, employing formative assessment and adopting complimentary verbal behaviours. The study strongly suggested that reformers need to take teachers’ comments into consideration to design culturally appropriate strategies that could assist teachers to make real changes.

Introduction

The literature presents two main perspectives about Asian students’ learning approaches. The first argues that Asian students are rote and/or surface learners (Ballard & Clanchy, 1994; Burns, 1991; Gow & Kember, 1990; Ramsden, 1992; Robertson, Line, Jones & Thomas, 2000; Samuelowicz, 1987). Freire (1993) describes this approach to learning as the “banking concept of education” which means that students are “receptacles” and “filled” with the “content of the teachers narration” (p. 1). Various researchers have argued that this approach to learning is not effective (Gow & Kember, 1990; Robertson, Line, Jones & Thomas, 2000). However, a number of studies have, in fact, shown that many Asian students are very successful at Western institutions and consistently outperform their Western counterparts on international examinations (Biggs, 1998; Jensen, Hunter, Sonnemann & Burns, 2012). Therefore, various researchers have questioned the stereotyped perception which sees Asian students as ‘mindless machines’ and claim that learning approaches adopted by Asian students should not be analysed and understood based on the logic of thought adopted by Westerners. Specifically, researchers supporting this second perspective (e.g., Biggs, 1998, 1996; Pratt, Kelly & Wong, 1999; Watkins, 1996; Renshaw & Volet, 1995; Tang, 1991; Gow & Kember, 1990) explain that when facing an academic task, Western and Asian students actually have the same primary goal of trying to reach understanding, but Asian students use memorisation, rehearsal and repetition as a means to achieve this goal in a distinct way – a concept which Westerners find difficult to understand. Although the use of repetition and memorisation strategies by Western students has been found to indicate a surface approach to learning, the use of these same strategies by Asian students does not necessarily indicate that they are adopting a surface approach (Renshaw &
The studies of Tang (1991) and Gow and Kember (1990) both found while Western students attempt to relate the new information to previous or other knowledge or to make sense of the new information in the light of personal or real life experiences, Asian learners only seem to understand information contained within the text, or supplied by the lecturer. They may not incorporate elaborative processes such as critically analysing the new information or relating it to other subject matter or to the real world. Unfortunately, it is lack of these critical thinking skills, in-depth conceptual understanding, real-world problem-solving abilities, and communication skills that limit Asian students in today’s global economy (Darling-Hammond & Falk, 1997; Newmann & Associates, 1996; Shepard, 2000). Therefore, Asian countries have recently tried to change the traditional teacher-directed learning approach to student-centred learning practices such as active learning, collaborative learning, inquiry-based learning, cooperative learning, small group learning and project-based learning. This is because there is mounting evidence demonstrating that these learning practices can help students effectively develop the kind of knowledge and skills that Asian students often lack as aforementioned (Cooper, MacGregor, Smith & Robinson, 2000; Handelsman et al., 2004).

In attempting to achieve this change, every year Asian governments spend millions of dollars in staff development such as organising workshops and conferences to train teachers in student-centred practice. They have also funded and sent thousands of teachers overseas to learn about student-centredness. It is not an exaggeration to say that Asian teachers have been through the ‘school wars’ where, over the last two decades, they have faced constant demands to change not only what they are teaching but also how they are teaching. Noticeably, Asian educators and researchers tend to be interested in appropriating Western philosophies and practices instead of developing their own in the belief that this short cut could, according to Phuong-Mai (2008), enable them to skip the painfully long research stage and be able to quickly modernise the education systems.

Unfortunately, in spite of these continuous efforts, the image of Asian classrooms is still seen as passive, non-participative and teacher-dominated (Adamson, Kwan & Chan, 2000; Luke et al., 2005; Jackson, 2002; Jones, 2007). Resistance to change occurred mainly because Asian teachers often found it hard to accept Western-developed student-centred practices that possess many values contrasting with their deeply held beliefs of teaching (Phuong-Mai, 2008). For instance, the main philosophy of student-centredness is to encourage students’ participatory and active learning (Dewey, 1963), empower students to think independently, construct their own knowledge and draw their own conclusions (Brooks & Brooks, 1993; Eggen & Kauchak, 2001; Holt & Kysilka, 2006; Kornell & Bjork, 2007) and develop students as critical thinkers (Shor, 1992; Brookfield, 1995). In contrast, Asian teachers are, to a large extent, still influenced by Confucian philosophy that constructs teachers as authority figures who can decide what and how students should learn. As a consequence, students should accept and follow teachers’ authoritative knowledge (Brick, 1991; Jin & Cortazzi, 1995).

It is clear that Asian nations have modernised and westernised their economy and society significantly during the last century. However, there remains a significant historical Confucian legacy embedded in the mind-set of the peoples developed over many centuries. Therefore, Alt (1994) and Jia (2001) claim that many Confucian values still play dominant roles in Asian life today despite the striking inroads of modernisation and westernisation. Due to the deeply entrenched Confucian hierarchical cultures, Asian teachers are often explicitly and implicitly required to implement whatever educational reform is launched by the top whether they support it or not. This has led to the situation where many reforms have not been taken seriously by Asian teachers. Phuong-Mai (2008), for instance, found that despite continuous pressure for change in teaching, Vietnamese teachers tend to implement cooperative learning only on special occasions, for decoration, when their class has visitors (e.g., the headmaster, inspectors, their colleagues). This explains why only minor and short-
term changes in some classrooms are often seen but innovations that result in major and long-lasting change within the school organisation are rarely evident.

The ineffectiveness of many educational reforms in Asian countries during the last decade clearly demonstrates that simply importing and imposing a new practice on Asian teachers does not guarantee success. Reformers need to take teachers’ voices, especially their cultural beliefs in teaching and learning into consideration. This is a ‘need’ because teaching and learning processes, according to Renshaw (2002), cannot be analysed in isolation from the values that are privileged in a culture at any particular historical moment. Unfortunately, the current trends in educational reforms in Asian countries reveal that educators and researchers tend to be interested only in the outcomes but do not pay attention to and take sufficient care of the impact of local cultures. This is why Ng (2009) strongly urges that reform in the Asia Pacific region (Asian nations included) must employ a more participatory and negotiated approach that allows voices of different stakeholders to be raised.

To improve the present situation, this study aimed to explore how to take the voices of Asian college teachers into consideration in order to develop strategies for them to promote student-centrness effectively. The study was guided by two main questions:

1. How effectively do Asian college teachers implement student-centred practice?
2. What strategies assist Asian college teachers to implement student-centred practice effectively?

Methodology

Design Research

The study was conducted within a design-based research methodology. Design research addresses both theory and practice – it can be summarised as an approach to educational research that regards theory as fundamental to understanding and improving practice in local contexts. It focuses on consideration of local unique contexts and treats the change process, not as a technical challenge but as a central part of the research process that needs to be investigated collaboratively with participants through cycles of planning, implementation, collection of evidence and revision. The development of the strategies in the present study was based on a thoughtful consideration of various factors including heritages of Confucian cultures, institutional constraints, and especially Asian teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning. These strategies were, therefore, not simply theoretical but demonstrably applicable.

Participants

The study involved twelve college teachers from two universities in Vietnam. The participating teachers had 1-10 years of teaching experience. All the teachers were volunteers and many regarded the opportunity to participate in the study as a way of extending their professional knowledge by learning new skills. Twelve classes consisting of six hundred and fifteen second-year students (males = 306, females = 309; mean age for males = 18.86 years and mean age for females = 18.68 years) also participated in the study. These students were from the classes of these twelve teachers. At the beginning of the study, all participants were given a consent form and explained that participation was voluntary and anonymous. Data from all sources were de-identified and the analysis was only based on aggregated data.

Context
The courses used in the study had been traditionally taught in a similar format for many years. Lectures were delivered in a standard lecture hall with slides and each student was provided with a hard copy. Usually teachers only had enough time to complete the required content of the lessons. Therefore, students’ questions were not encouraged and were answered by either repeating the lecture notes or deflecting the question to a future time. In order to encourage the participating teachers to promote student-centredness, the researchers introduced them to, and then trained them in the application of different student-centred learning techniques. The study was implemented in two phases, as detailed below.

Phase 1

At the start of the intervention, a one-day workshop was organised to train all teacher participants with skills to implement basic student-centred activities such as forming small groups (size and composition), setting tasks and expectations for student behaviours, clarifying individual and group responsibilities, monitoring both the process and outcomes of the group experience and how the teachers should perform their roles in student-centred learning classes. Depending on the nature of each lesson, the teachers could intersperse lecturing with different student-centred activities. The teachers were introduced to and instructed in the use of the main student-centred activities as follows.

- **Multiple-choice tests**: The teachers prepared short multiple-choice tests that covered content of and beyond each lesson. The students were asked to work in small groups to complete the tests after each part of the lesson or at the end of each lesson. This aimed to test their conceptual understanding.

- **Questioning formulation strategy**: Whenever the students worked on the readings, they were required to work in small groups. Group members helped each other to understand the readings not simply by summarising a set of facts given in the text but by formulating a set of questions about the text. The students were encouraged to formulate as many clear questions as possible including both questions from within the text and questions that were related to the text but were not discussed in it.

- **In-class questions**: The teachers posed a more general question to the class and asked the students to discuss this with their group members before the teachers solicited responses from several groups.

- **Journal article discussion**: On some occasions, the teachers devoted an entire class period to discussing a recent relevant journal article, which the teachers had provided for the students to read prior to class with a specific set of questions to answer.

- **Case studies**: After covering the key concepts of the chapter, the students read cases from the textbook, then worked in their groups to discuss the case using the questions provided. This was followed by a whole-class discussion.

- **Student presentation with class discussion**: The students prepared a term paper in groups, then gave a class presentation. The students were encouraged to foster a class discussion as 20% or 30% of their presentation assessment depended on their class discussion stimulating good questions as well as answers.
Data Collection Methods

Audiotapes

The teachers and two focus groups in each class were audio-taped for the full class period three times during the second half of each phase. This aimed to identify how the teachers interacted with their students and how students interacted with each other and with the teachers during lessons.

Observations

Observations were undertaken of all participating teachers and the two focus groups in each class. The teachers and the focus groups were observed once per week by the researcher and an assistant for a period of 30 minutes. Two groups were chosen from each classroom for audiotapes and observations as Gillies (2006) has shown that it is possible to obtain a representative sample of the students’ discourse across classes by sampling the discussions of two groups from each class.

Analysis

Audiotapes

Students’ Verbal Behaviours

The students’ verbal behaviours were identified on a schedule adapted from Cohen and Intili (1982). The schedule identified eight categories of the students’ verbal behaviours: task-related talk (i.e., talking about their work; responding to the teacher’s question); non-task related talk (i.e., talking about their families); engages with others around the topic (i.e., affirming another student’s response); interrupts (i.e., using negative disruption to the discussion); short responses (i.e., using unelaborated responses); elaborations (i.e., providing detailed help including reasons and justifications); questions (i.e., asking each other tentative, challenging, open and closed questions); and directions (i.e., guiding each other’s new ideas). Students’ verbal behaviours were coded according to frequency across the recorded group session. A total of 96 h of students’ verbal behaviours was collected across the two phases. An assistant, who was experienced in coding discourse, coded a common 6 h of students’ verbal behaviours and inter-rater agreement was 100%.

Teachers’ Verbal Behaviours

The teachers’ verbal behaviours were identified based on a schedule adapted from Cohen and Intili (1982) but modified to suit the purpose of this study. The schedule identified five categories of the teachers’ verbal behaviours including demonstrating control (i.e., instructing and directing); extending the activities (i.e., explaining the current lessons and giving comments on students’ previous work and skills); disciplining (i.e., controlling students’ behaviours, reprimands directed at students); mediating learning (i.e., using questions to challenge and scaffold children’s learning); encouraging (i.e., praising students). These categories of verbal behaviours were coded according to frequency across recorded class session and represent 100% of each teacher’s talk during that session. A total of 36 h of teachers’ verbal behaviours was taped across the two phases. The same assistant (as mentioned previously) coded a common 3 h of audiotape. When there were any coding disagreements, the assistant and the researchers reviewed their coding until there was 100% agreement.
Observations

Student Observations

Observations were only applied to two focus groups in each class. The observation schedule was adapted from Gillies and Haynes (2011) to measure Behaviour States. The schedule contained four Behaviour State categories: working with other students (i.e., talking with or listening to other students); individual on-task behaviour (i.e., working alone on task); off-task behaviour (i.e., not either participating in group activities or working individually); and waiting for the teacher (i.e., either raising hands or calling the teacher for help). These behaviour patterns were coded for frequency and the frequency was converted into percentage.

Teacher Observations

The observations aimed to count the number of different individuals contacted by each teacher during each 30-min period and the language used by the teachers in speaking to those individuals.

Results

Audiotapes

Teachers’ verbal behaviours were coded and the frequency of each type of verbal interaction is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviours</th>
<th>n = 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Demonstrating control</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Extending the activities</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Disciplining</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Mediating learning</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Encouraging</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Frequency of teachers’ verbal behaviours in Phase 1

Similarly, verbal behaviours of the students were coded and the frequency of each type of verbal interaction is presented in Table 2.
Behaviours | n = 120
---|---
1. Task-related talk | 74
2. Non-task related talk | 29
3. Engages with others around the topic | 59
4. Interrupts | 38
5. Short responses | 29
6. Elaborations | 19
7. Questions | 21
8. Directions | 27

Table 2: Frequency of the students’ verbal interactions in the focus groups in Phase 1

Observations

Behaviour patterns of the students were coded for frequency and the frequency was converted into percentage as presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviours</th>
<th>n = 120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working with other students</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual on-task behaviours</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-task behaviours</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting for teacher</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Percentage of behaviour states of the students in the focus groups in Phase 1

More Autonomy

On the surface, it was, in general, seen that the teachers tried to employ different discussion practices and active tasks. For instance, in each lesson the students were asked to do a range of group practices such as gauging each other’s understanding of the readings via a set of questions and discussing how to formulate the questions correctly and how to find information to answer peers’ questions. It appeared that these activities helped the students work cooperatively with each other well because the observation findings showed that the students had 45% of their behaviour states classified as “working with other students”. This was the highest percentage compared to other states. The teachers also tried to reduce lecturing by interspersing different techniques to mediate the students’ learning. For instance, instead of lecturing the whole class, the teachers sometimes asked the groups to take a turn to present the readings in front of the class as a formal presentation, then challenged the presenting group by posing complex questions. When the presenting groups could not answer questions raised by other groups, the teachers jumped in to help by giving the presenters useful hints to find the answers. After each part of the lesson, the teachers reinforced the students’ understandings by summarising key ideas. The teachers were involved in many mediating learning behaviours as shown in the audiotaped findings which revealed that the teachers had 22 behaviours classified as mediating the students’ learning. This was the second highest number compared to other behaviours.

However, after undertaking a deeper investigation into all verbal interactions and behaviours, the researcher found that in Phase 1 student-centredness had not actually been adopted and applied appropriately by both the teachers and students. There were two points...
in particular which demonstrated this argument. The first was that the teachers had not truly changed their authoritative teaching style and empowered students to engage in the learning process as active and independent learners. The second was that the teachers did not extend the students’ activities and promote higher-order knowledge.

**The Teachers Still Performed Authoritative Teaching Styles**

There was, in fact, no dramatic change in teaching and learning activities. It was still textbook-based and the teachers dominated the process. The teachers followed the same format in every lesson: explaining and illustrating the new lessons, setting exercises, leading the students to complete the tasks in the textbook, guiding the pace and content of each activity and finishing lessons. When working in groups, the students were often required to review those sections that they had learned and had been explained by the teachers with the main purpose of helping them memorise the text better. The teachers and students did not intend to use student-centred learning activities as a tool to promote the students’ creative and high-level knowledge. This contrasts with philosophies and principles of student-centredness that aim to encourage students to develop their own knowledge, and encourage them to become creative (Eggen & Kauchak, 2001; Holt & Kysilka, 2006; Kornell & Bjork, 2007).

Furthermore, in many cases the teachers thought they did use student-centred practice to gauge the students’ deep understanding but they actually did not. The scenario below was an example.

**Scenario 1**: In one lesson, Mrs Lan, a history teacher, was talking about the topic “Problems of the overwhelmed importation of products made in China in Vietnam”. She told the class “These days we see products made in China everywhere in Vietnam. This phenomenon has both advantages and disadvantages. Discuss with your group and list three advantages and three disadvantages. Then, explain why?” In this case, the teacher thought the students were asked to develop their complex knowledge by answering the question “Explain why?”. However, this question actually did not adequately promote students’ inquiry learning because all groups had almost similar reasons. They all listed three main advantages and the reasons as ‘cheap’ (because Chinese products are often half price compared to Vietnamese ones), ‘attractive’ (because Chinese products are nicely designed and colourful), and ‘convenient’ (because Chinese products can be bought anywhere). Three main disadvantages of Chinese products and the reasons were: (1) Vietnamese products sell slowly because the Vietnamese tend to use goods made in China; (2) The Vietnamese are betrayed because of low quality Chinese products; and (3) Many Chinese foods are unhealthy. After the first two or three groups presented their products, the other groups appeared bored and simply said “We had similar ideas”. Then, the teacher moved to the next topic. Obviously, the teacher thought she was using inquiry-based learning but she actually only stopped at scaffolding the surface level because the case given was not challenging enough to encourage the students to adopt an inquiry thinking process. The students were implicitly ‘guided’ to give nearly uniform answers.

The domination of the teachers in the learning process was also reflected by the high number of instructing and directing verbal behaviours performed by the teachers (28 behaviours – this is the highest number compared to other verbal behaviours). Compared to “encouraging verbal behaviours”, surprisingly the teachers used instructing and directing verbal behaviours at twice the frequency than they praised and expressed spontaneous emotion to encourage the students. This finding agreed with the results of a study conducted by Gillies (2004a) who found that when teachers engaged in a large number of lecturing and disciplinary verbal behaviours, they often used fewer encouraging and mediated-learning behaviours and vice versa.
When observing in the class the researchers found that, because the teachers were the only ones who taught new knowledge and chose the right answer, the students seemed very dependent on the teachers whenever they faced a problem. They always waited for the teachers to come over to confirm their choice of difficult multiple-choice questions, to be a referee if their group had conflicts, to evaluate information if some group members presented new information and to model the solving process for a problem. This was why the observation findings show that 12% of the students’ behaviour patterns involved “waiting for teacher” behaviours. The hierarchical authority that the teachers exerted over the students was also seen through the way the teachers responded to the students. Whenever the students raised questions or expressed their own opinions, the teachers seemed willing to listen but rarely encouraged the students to explore the answers themselves. The teachers often adopted a variety of strategies to get the students to follow their decisions. For instance, when the teachers talked, the students mandatorily stopped all they were doing to listen to the teachers. When the students expressed their own ideas or offered a new way to solve a problem, the teachers listened but then further advised them to follow the standard formats that would be used in exams.

Below is an exemplary conversation between the teacher and a student. Although the teacher complemented the students on working out a creative strategy, she eventually steered the student to the conventional technique to deal with the exam.

The teacher (T): Would you think the text could be understood more easily if they are summarised via dots?

The student (S): I’ve tried to present it by a graphic that could show the numbers very nicely and clearly. You can see.

T: Fantastic: I never thought that you could find this way. However, if you take an exam, you need to think about whether you have enough time to draw a graphic.

In summary, although the teachers did appear to promote the students’ autonomy, they were still the main instructor who decided almost all learning activities in the class. The students did not have much power when choosing what they liked or disliked doing. Such an authoritative teaching style prevented the students from actively engaging in the student-centred learning process significantly. Prince (2004) and Di Vesta and Smith (1979) claim that the defining feature of active student-centredness is to promote thoughtful engagement on the part of the student and enable students to develop deep understanding of what is learned; simply introducing activities into the classroom and requiring students to practise does not mean active student-centred learning has been implemented. If the students were limited to only learning facts and low-level knowledge, they could do this, even do better, in Asian traditional teacher-centred classes because one of the main purposes of teacher-dominance lecturing is to train students with skills of mastering the content and recalling facts (Pratt, 1992).

The teachers did not extend the students’ activities and promote high-level knowledge

One of the main principles of student-centredness is to give students opportunities to teach and share information with each other, which enables them to not only review the current lesson but also achieve deeper understanding and gain new knowledge (Alexander, Daffinrud, Lewis & Millar, 1995; Biggs, 1999; Dole & Sinatra, 1998). Johnson and Johnson (1999) even claim that cooperative learners can exceed the teacher’s knowledge if they work in cooperative learning groups effectively. Therefore, the researcher expected that the teachers could stimulate the students to develop complex knowledge by extending their activities. This could be achieved by challenging students with argumentative, comparative and analytic questions or scaffolding their ideas by reminding them about prior knowledge or simplifying tasks and then encouraging them to develop explanations of and connections...
between new and previous information. To achieve this expectation, before each lesson the researcher and the teachers worked together to prepare a list of complex questions which would provoke further inquiry by the students.

However, the result showed that the teachers rarely used these comprehensive and extended questions to scaffold the students’ ideas. Specifically, the teachers had only 8 verbal behaviours classified as “extending the activities”. This was the lowest number compared to other verbal behaviours. This may have happened because all teachers spent a lot of time moving around the classroom to answer individual students’ questions and solve group conflicts. Whenever the students had a problem (i.e. getting stuck with a question, being confused about the ideas presented by their partners), they raised their hand to call the teacher. To respond to all students’ inquiries, the teachers often responded to each student very abruptly and quickly by telling them facts or directions but not challenging them with complicated questions. After reviewing the audiotape transcript of a lesson, the researcher found that half of the interactions between the teachers and students were over in less than 10 seconds. To have enough time to answer the students’ questions, the teachers also rarely followed the original procedures of student-centred activities properly. Instead, they tended to either override or simplify time-consuming activities. For instance, they rarely gave groups enough time to have long and thoughtful discussions.

The teachers explained they needed to limit the time spent on students’ group work and questions because they must complete the curriculum to prepare the students for upcoming exams. No matter what and how the teachers taught, they needed to complete the textbook because all exams were based on these textbooks. There was no occasion during the lessons observed where the students had any choice of the content, and most of their work, including topics for group practice, was drawn directly from the textbooks that are published by the Ministry of Education and Training. Asian teachers’ reputations are often measured by their students’ success on textbook-based exams (Pong-Wing-Yan & Chow, 2002; Phuong-Mai, 2008; Gow & Kember, 1990; Morris, 1985). Therefore, to ensure everyone understood the lessons accurately and could provide the correct answers on the exam, the teacher found that a quick way was a ‘right answer’ approach. This explained why they often quickly told the students the right answers instead of allowing them to work it out for themselves. It seems that the learning concepts in Asian nations are still contained in the Confucian classics, which are “studied, memorized, and then expounded at the examinations” (Hu, 1960, p. 412).

To summarise, in Phase 1 although student-centred activities were brought to the classes, the teachers and students had not actually been involved in these practices effectively. To improve this situation, at the start of Phase 2 the researchers organised the second workshop. The main purpose of the workshop was to create opportunities for the teachers to discuss the problems facing them in Phase 1 and develop ways to work out strategies to solve these problems. The researchers also brought to the workshop comments that the teachers and students raised in informal conversations during the course. In general, the main issues considered were how to enable the students to be more engaged in the learning process and how to develop their higher-order knowledge. Both the researchers and the teachers discussed with each other thoughtfully and endeavoured to make use of each other’s strengths. Specifically, the researchers introduced the teachers to effective strategies reported in the literature. In return, the teachers worked out solutions that they thought were feasible in a real-life context based on their teaching experience. The researchers specifically pointed out and analysed situations in which the teachers had not incorporated student-centred learning techniques effectively in Phase 1 and discussed with the teachers how to deal with similar situations Phase 2 more democratically. To ensure the teachers could apply the change, the researchers used the teachers attending this workshop as a real class and asked them to practise newly-developed techniques. In sum, the main strategies developed and brought to Phase 2 are:
1. To promote the students’ deep and complex knowledge, the teachers tried to limit giving direct and detailed instruction but maximise scaffolding the students’ responses and facilitating group discussions. To make this change, the teachers needed to move from supervising individuals to instructing groups because such a movement would give them more time to create tasks and activities that could gauge the students’ complicated knowledge. The researchers employed this logic because, as discussed in Phase 1, the teachers tended to design only those tasks and activities that mainly required factual and recalled knowledge because they were developed easily and quickly. In their Phase 1 observations, the researchers found that the teachers wasted a lot of time supervising the students individually. The analysis of audiotaped lessons reported that the teachers rarely used “các em” (plural noun ‘you’) but mostly used “em” (single noun ‘you’) when responding to the students. This indicates that the majority of their interactions took place with individual students but not with a group.

2. To give the teachers more time to develop activities that could promote the students’ higher-order knowledge, the students were instructed to develop complex questions by themselves to challenge each other instead of passively receiving these questions from the teachers as happened in Phase 1. Specifically, they were asked to apply the Think-Tel Why (King, 1997) with five types of questions including review questions, probing questions, hint questions, intelligent-thinking questions, and self-monitoring as they took turns questioning each other during group discussion. This strategy also aimed to assist the students to develop their argumentative, analytic and comparative knowledge and become more active in the learning process.

3. The students were not allowed to approach the teachers whenever they wanted. They were told that they first needed to engage in thoughtful discussion with each other in their group on any topic given. If the whole group could not solve the problem, a group member (working as a secretary) took note of the problem. Then when the teacher came over to help, the teacher randomly appointed a group member to present the problem out loud. This requires all group members to share information equally and work with each other wholeheartedly to ensure that everyone understood the group discussions and problems. This ensures that any randomly-called member could be able to answer the teacher’s questions. This practice requires the students to study independent of the teacher. This technique also helped give less able students a greater opportunity to improve their understanding by actively engaging in group discussions. This idea was supported by Vygotsky (1978) who claims that participating in social interaction only, via watching or observing passively, does not help improve cognition as much as actively representing thinking/ideas in language. The crucial step which students need to take in order to develop independent intellectual functioning is to use speech as a means of making sense of experiences with other participants (Renshaw, 1992).

4. To encourage and condition the students to adopt more active and deeper learning practices, assessment practice was also redesigned. Specifically, instead of using only one end-semester assessment as initially planned, formative assessment practices like short essays and group projects were incorporated during Phase 2. These practices aimed to gauge the understanding level of the students, and also to provide opportunities for discussion and peer instruction. Importantly, these formative assessment practices were seen as preparation for the final exam because their content was closely related to what would be tested. Therefore, it was expected that the students would perform on the final exam better after they practised these formative assessment practices. In this way the teachers and students were encouraged to see assessment as a tool to promote on-going learning but not a method to evaluate the final outcomes.

5. Last but not least, the teachers were also encouraged to use more complimentary verbal behaviours. This was considered necessary because Turner and Patrick (2004) emphasised that teachers’ encouragement and support had a great influence on students’
patterns of participation. In the Asian context, this type of verbal behaviour could have an even stronger effect on students because there was evidence showing that Asian students are very much influenced by teachers’ appraisals. For instance, Niles (1995) claims that social praise might be the most potent force that could motivate Asian students to maximise their efforts to achieve better outcomes. This implies that to encourage students to be more involved in their own learning process, teachers should use verbal praises frequently. Ironically, in Phase 1 the teachers used only 14 encouraging verbal behaviours. This was the second smallest number compared to other types of verbal behaviours. Therefore, in Phase 2 the teachers were advised to compliment the students more frequently. If the teachers provided a high level of complimentary appreciation of the student’s self-learning work, they would also be willingly delegating part of their authority to the student. This is a crucial prerequisite to promoting student-centredness

**Phase 2**

**Procedures**

Entering Phase 2, all teaching and learning activities were designed in the same format used in Phase 1 but involved changes as discussed above.

**Results**

**Audiotapes**

Verbal behaviours of the teachers were coded and the frequency of each type of these verbal interactions is presented in Table 5.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviours</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Demonstrating control</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Extending the activities</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Disciplining</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Mediating learning</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Encouraging</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Frequency of teachers’ verbal behaviours in Phase 2**

Verbal behaviours of the students were coded and the frequency of each type of these verbal interactions is presented in Table 5.7.
Table 5. Frequency of the students’ verbal interactions in the focus groups in Phase 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviours</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Task-related talk</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Non-task related talk</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Engages with others around the topic</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Interrupts</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Short responses</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Elaborations</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Questions</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Directions</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Percentage of behaviour states of the students in the focus groups in Phase 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviours</th>
<th>n = 120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working with other students</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual on-task behaviours</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-task behaviours</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting for teacher</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changes on the Teachers’ Side

In general, the pattern of interactions that emerged made it clear the teachers engaged in more verbal behaviours which are generally regarded as helpful and supportive of group endeavours than they did in Phase 1. They had more time to listen and observe the students’ discussions and used various techniques to extend their activities. The teachers paid particular attention to connecting the content of the current and previous lessons, challenging the students’ questions to enable them to find their own answers, and giving the students hints to develop and challenge each other with complicated questions. It was a surprise to see a dramatic increase in “Extending the activities” verbal behaviours that the teachers performed in Phase 2 (28 in Phase 2 compared to 8 in Phase 1). Similarly, the teachers’ mediating learning and encouraging verbal behaviours also increased markedly in Phase 2 (from 22 in Phase 1 to 35 in Phase 2 and from 14 in Phase 1 to 22 in Phase 2, respectively). It was very nice to see that the teachers created a very different studying atmosphere. They complimented the students very frequently by encouraging words that were never or rarely seen in Phase 1. Some samples of these words were “Good. What you are saying shows that you’ve got what I said”, “Yeah. That’s what I am looking for”, “You see you’ve discovered a couple of things that the author figuratively implies and only smart readers could understand”. Galton et al. (1999) and Mercer et al. (1999) claim that the use of such language is important for learning because it enables ways of scaffolding dialogues so that students learn to engage with others on the issues at hand. By contrast, the teachers’ verbal behaviours involved fewer controlling and disciplining verbal behaviours (18 in Phase 2 compared to 28 in Phase 1 and 12 in Phase 1).
The researchers also found that when the teachers used mediating-learning and encouraging verbal behaviours, their manner and tone became very soft, friendly and personal. The teachers often smiled and joked with the students when listening to their answers.

Importantly, in Phase 2 the observations provided some indications that the teachers were willing to empower the students to develop their organisational ability. They no longer ran around to manage group conflicts and answer the students’ questions. Instead, before group tasks, the students were clearly instructed in what they needed to do and the teachers only examined the final product provided by the group leader. The researchers had several informal talks with the teachers during the lesson breaks and knew that the teachers had started to realise that to gauge the students’ high-level cognition, they should only focus on facilitating the students’ understanding and reduce their involvement in such tasks as controlling groups and dividing and assigning tasks to group members.

In general, although the students were still mainly required to follow the tasks designed in the textbook instead of choosing their own, changes in the teachers’ practices did appear to promote the students’ autonomy. Littlewood (1999) claims that by this method the teacher has given students a sense of “reactive autonomy” that “does not create its own directions but, once a direction has been initiated, enables learners to organise their resources autonomously in order to reach their goal” (p. 75). Interestingly, to encourage the students to improve each other’s work, the teachers strongly encouraged critical judgments. They even gave bonus marks to those individuals and groups who provided most high-quality feedback. This action reflected a significantly radical change because as Pratt (1992) and Saito and Fujita (2004) claim that criticism is traditionally not encouraged in Asian classes.

Changes on the Students’ Side

It was interesting to see that the students’ language patterns also underwent significant change. Their verbal behaviours involved fewer behaviours that are seen as unsupportive of group discussions. Specifically, the students reduced questioning, short responses and interrupting verbal behaviours (from 21, 29 and 38 in Phase 1 to 18, 23 and 25 in Phase 2, respectively). In contrast, they increased elaborative verbal behaviours from 19 in Phase 1 to 29 in Phase 2. These behaviours are generally seen as evidence reflecting effective and productive interactions among group members. It appeared that the change in the students’ verbal behaviours might have partially emerged from the types of reciprocal interactions that the teachers adopted when interacting with the students. Palinscar and Brown (1988), Palinscar and Herrenkohl (2002) and Gillies (2006) noted that when teachers use strategies and questions to encourage students to develop deep understandings about an issue, students will need to use complex knowledge like argumentative, elaborative and analytic skills to find the answer. According to the authors, the teachers’ mediated-learning interactions may have triggered similar responses in the students so they learned through social modelling to provide more explanations and detailed responses to other students’ requests for help or their perceived need for help.

The observations also revealed that there was a marked change in the students’ behaviours reflecting that the students used each other as a studying source rather than entirely depending on the teachers. In detail, they had a marked increase in behaviours classified as “Working with other students” (from 45% in Phase 1 to 70% in Phase 2). In contrast, “Individual on-task behaviours” categories decreased (from 23% in Phase 1 to 8% in Phase 2). Surprisingly, the regulation forcing students to work with each other before seeking assistance from the teachers seemed to have a very influential effect on the students as, compared to Phase 1, the students engaged in only half the number of “Waiting for teacher” behaviours (6% in Phase 2 compared to 12% in Phase 1). It was noted that the students’ off-
Discussion and Conclusion

To implement student-centredness in Asian classrooms successfully, there must be changes at different levels. Of ultimate importance, the teachers’ willingness and ability to change their teaching conceptions and classroom practices in order to adopt a student-centred approach is crucial in mediation and bringing about success in constructivist learning reform. This is because, as Richards (1998) claims, what teachers think and believe determines all the activities and actions they perform in the classroom. Hence, to promote student-centredness, the key issue that reformers need to address is how to assist Asian teachers to shift their beliefs and conceptions from seeing learning as a process of regurgitating information given in class, on tests, quizzes and from what the teacher says (Freire, 1993) to viewing learning as a process of promoting critical thinking and emancipatory learning. Brookfields (1995) explains that when teachers are able to make this shift, they will encourage students to explore new understanding and find their own way to control their own learning process. This change is crucially important to developing deep learning. Sharing a similar point of view, Smyth (1993) claims that to make the change, teachers should and need to engage in reflective practice. This is a process where teachers empower students to give their voice to the reasons that lie behind what they do.

Beliefs are comparatively static, and the core of these beliefs can be difficult to change, but not impossible (Nespor, 1987; Peacock, 2001; Raths, 2001). An effective approach that could help and enable teachers to change their thoughts and actions in teaching and learning, according to Freeman (1999), is to participate in teacher-training courses. Freeman found that teachers’ instructions can be influenced by teaching methods learnt through their teacher-training course. This occurs because teaching is not simply following a recipe. When teachers are introduced to a new method, they may have different views on a method and consequently make necessary changes to improve their teaching. This view is compatible with the concepts described in Vygotsky’s cultural-historical theory. Brookfields (2011), for instance, argues that both teachers and students can be taught to become critical thinkers when they are instructed with techniques of how to achieve this. In his book, Brookfields has also provided various techniques to train learners to become critical thinkers in various disciplines.

In Vietnam and many other Asian countries, assisting teachers to know about and becoming familiar with student-centredness in training workshops is an optimal method because instructions and guidelines for the use of student-centredness in these countries are often lacking in both quantity and quality (Phuong-Mai, 2008). However, as aforementioned elsewhere in this paper, despite the huge efforts Asian governments have put into training their teaching staff at hundreds of workshops, the traditional teacher-centredness in Asian classrooms has not changed much.

The findings of the present study revealed that simply placing teachers in workshops, teaching them the new practice and then requiring them to transfer it to their students did not guarantee any change because what is said in papers is often inadequate in preparing the teachers for the reality. Training workshops should not be organised only once at the beginning of each intervention to teach the teachers the new practice. More effectively, several workshops need to be held during the implementation process to create opportunities
for teachers to speak out and discuss difficulties facing them. Then, techniques that could help teachers adjust their practices in a culturally appropriate way must be developed. This aims to keep teachers interested in carrying out the reform.

For instance, in Phase 1 although the participating teachers were required, and agreed, to reduce their lecturing and adopt student-centred learning practices, they did not actually change their role as the authoritative knowledge provider. This problem occurred because the teachers were unable to change their traditional concepts that the students were far from self-sufficient in their learning and that they needed to depend upon the teachers in their quest for knowledge. Consequently, the teachers tried to “spoon-feed” the students with the right answers by busily running about the class to answer every single question that the students raised. If the teachers were consistently required to change this authoritative supervision habit, they were very likely to withdraw from the study (meaning reject the reform). To avoid this problem from happening, the technique in Phase 2 was to assist the teachers to move from supervising individuals to facilitating groups. The teachers were also assured that they could engage in making a decision if group members could not reach a consensus (this technique showed the teachers that all their power had not been removed). The results obtained in Phase 2 demonstrated that the teachers were happy with this adjustment and subsequently delegated more authority to the students.

Similarly, when the teachers were asked to apply and develop complicated activities to promote the students’ high-level knowledge, they did not comply because they realised this task was not mandatory but was very time-consuming. From their point of view, it was more important to focus on completing the curriculum to help their students deal with coming exams. To solve this problem, the researchers provided precise instruction to the teachers, providing techniques to create complex questions which the students could use within their group to gauge their deep knowledge. This technique could give the teachers more time so that they could develop comprehensive tasks to extend the students’ activities. Bloom’s Taxonomy indicates that this technique provided the students with a good opportunity to practice and develop their complicated knowledge. Unfortunately, organising workshops to train teachers or help them remove barriers emerging during the implementation process is often difficult because this activity requires funding, time, appropriate infrastructure and material and intellectual sources.

As underpinned by design-based research, in the present study more formal workshops and meetings should have been organised so that the researchers and the teachers could cooperatively work out timely solutions to solve problems occurring during the intervention process. This would then have helped the teachers and students deploy student-centred practices more effectively. However, the teachers’ workload did not allow them to meet more regularly. This was a limitation this study owned.

Finally, findings of the present study revealed that to influence Asian teachers to adopt student-centredness, reformers also need to pay attention to the impact of assessment on the new practice. Results in Phase 1 reported that the teachers did not pay much attention to group activities because they wanted to spend time completing the curriculum to prepare their students for exams. This was a ‘must’ because in Asian countries teachers’ success is often measured by their students’ exam scores and grades. ‘Good’ teachers still need to ensure that students will perform well in examinations. Chan (2001) claims that in Asian classrooms constructivist teachers’ views of qualitative gains in understanding and intrinsic interest in the subject must also include the condition that their students do not fall behind in examination results. This was why many Hong Kong teachers acknowledged learning facilitation was essentially constructivist but most of them still adopted an examination preparation teaching concept (Tang, 2001). Watkins and Biggs (2001) and Wong (2003) explain Asian teachers tend to make this safe choice because at the end of the day, despite all of the sweet talking of educational ideals and instructional inventions, what administrators, parents, and even officials that advocate for education reforms are really concerned about are
students’ exam results. And teachers know it very well. Students know it well, too. Asian students have been well recognised as being highly alert to teachers’ cues and examination requirements that may lead to achieving high scores (Biggs & Watkins, 1996). Students are very sensitive to what they perceive as teachers’ ‘real’ demands. If teachers’ ‘real’ demands are to complete the curriculum to prepare them well for exams in order to get high scores, they will focus on finishing the required lessons first no matter what other learning practices teachers ask of them.

These are two exemplary techniques the present study attempted to develop to enable the teachers to adopt student-centredness properly and effectively. Such techniques were powerful in terms of keeping the teachers interested in implementing the reform. Findings of the present study once again demonstrated that to encourage and persuade Asian teachers to implement the reform, reformers should not simply impose the new practice on teachers and students. It would certainly be more effective and culturally appropriate if reformers and researchers could investigate what prevents the teachers from implementing the reform, then develop strategies to enable them to overcome the barriers. This would require frequent negotiations among and mutual support of people at different levels of the implementation process.

Finally, despite the contributions the study has attempted to make, the study faced several limitations. First, the participating teachers were only officially trained in two workshops. Such short training barely helped the teacher participants familiarize themselves with basic student-centred learning principles and activities. Second, the study recruited participants from colleges in the South of Vietnam. Hence, the results obtained may only correctly represent the southern part and not suitably represent other parts of the country. This is because Vietnam is characterised by cultural differences in different parts of the country – the South, Central and North. In reality, these three parts own many different cultural characteristics including daily practices, beliefs, languages and ways of working. Finally, the study used Vietnam as a case study to represent other Asian countries. While many Asian countries share the same predominant Confucian cultural values, these cultures have now changed to different degrees subject to social, cultural, economic and political developments in each part of the country. Consequently, the empirical findings in this study may not always apply to other Asian contexts. This is a gap that future research should fill. More studies should be conducted to investigate the extent that findings of this study can generalise.
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